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1

INTRODUCTION

As face recognition becomes more prevalent in contexts such as
social media, photo storage, and law enforcement, it becomes increasingly important to consider the privacy of users’ data. Automated face recognition systems can exploit uploaded photos
to associate users with locations and activities. Recent work allows privacy-conscious users to obfuscate their faces from face
recognition without any loss of usability. These approaches rely
on adversarial attacks[3] or data poisoning attacks[11] to preserve
user privacy while retaining full usability of the social media platform. Other approaches completely blur faces or obfuscate faces
from detection systems, but doing so neglects the privacy vs. utility
trade-off inherent on social media and online photo platforms. The
system proposed in Face-Off[3] uses adversarial attacks to induce
errors in the face recognition model and result in misclassifications without affecting face detection performance. However, as
these privacy systems operate in a black-box threat model with
no access to proprietary model parameters, Face-Off relies on the
transferability property of adversarial examples to ensure usability.
Amplification of the perturbation mask is one such approach to
enhancing this property, however, it negatively impacts usability
(see Figure 1). Image scaling attacks, a recent discovery which exploits the scaling aspect of preprocessing in deep neural network
(DNN) pipelines, camouflage downsized images within high resolution images[13]. This effectively produces a completely different
result after a downsampling algorithm is applied. By combining
this step with Face-Off in the postprocessing of adversarial example
generation, we can greatly decrease the perceptibility of the adversarial perturbations while increasing the strength of the attack1 .
We produce the following contributions from this work:
(1) The addition of image scaling attacks to the pipeline of FaceOff.
(2) Preliminary results of the effectiveness of adversarial image
scaling attacks.
(3) Model parameters from the AWS Rekognition and Azure
Face services.

Figure 1: An example amplified output from Face-Off.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Adversarial Machine Learning
In the traditional deep learning classification setting, adversarial
examples are images with minor imperceptible perturbations which
result in an incorrect classification output from a model[4, 12]. Adversarial examples are defined with the following threat model:
Given white-box access to a model’s parameters, weights, and architecture, and where 𝑓 (𝑋 ) = 𝑌 , find an 𝑋 ′ close to 𝑋 such that
𝑓 (𝑋 ′ ) ≠ 𝑌 . For the context of Face-Off, we assume the user (adversary) has black-box access to the model in which they cannot
query the model. Querying the face recognition model would defeat
the purpose of Face-Off and leak user data. Thus, Face-Off must
rely on the transferability property of adversarial examples, where
adversarial examples generated for one deep learning also result in
misclassifications in other models[7, 8]. Face-Off uses adversarial
attack algorithms such as Projected Gradient Descent (PGD)[6]
and Carlini-Wagner (CW)[2] to apply an imperceptible layer of
strategic noise to the original image. Adversarial examples can also
be amplified[1, 5] to increase the likelihood the attack will transfer
to other models as well as decrease matching confidence.

2.2
1 Concurrent

research is being done to evaluate the effectiveness of camouflaging
powerful adversarial perturbations using image scaling
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Face Recognition and Face-Off

Typically, face recognition determines matches between faces by
detecting a face within a photo and matching it with another face
or centroid of face embeddings. A distance metric (𝑙 2 norm or cosine similarity) is used in tandem with a threshold to calculate the
closeness of faces. Face-Off applies a layer of strategic adversarial
perturbations onto an uploaded face which allows a user to mask
their data from proprietary datasets and malicious third-parties[3].
Through these mismatches, the user’s face is no longer able to be
automatically recognized, thus giving privacy conscious users a
practical option for online face obfuscation. One of the main drawbacks of Face-Off is the privacy vs. utility trade-off inherent from
amplifying adversarial perturbations. The more a noise mask is
amplified, the worse the image quality appears.

2.3

Image Scaling Attacks

Image scaling attacks take advantage of scaling algorithms by injecting a camouflaged image within a larger resolution image so
that downscaling the image using an algorithm, such as linear interpolation, results in a completely different image. An attack image
𝑆 ′ ∼ 𝑆 is created by a source image 𝑆 and target image 𝑇 such
that the downscaled image 𝐷 ≃ 𝑇 . See Figure 2 for a visual representation. This attack can be used to induce failures within deep
learning models via data poisoning attacks[10] and can likewise be
used to hide adversarial perturbations. Image scaling attacks can
be detected and defended against[9], and can produce perceptible
artifacts in lower resolution images, especially if the target image
is very different from the source image. Since adversarial examples
are already quite similar to the original source image, combining
the two approaches would greatly reduce perceptibility of any image tampering. An image scaling attack with source image 𝑋 and
target image 𝑋 ′ would produce an attack image 𝑋 ′′ ≃ 𝑋 and an
downscaled image 𝐷 ≃ 𝑋 ′ .

a successful set of transferable parameters. Faces were generated
with a combination of these attributes as detailed in Table 1.

Figure 3: Dataset of Meryl Streep images used to query APIs for model
knowledge.
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OpenCV
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Table 1: Combinations of parameters for online API queries

Figure 2: The image scaling attack pipeline.

3

METHODOLOGY

Given the scope of this project, we identify the following as the key
features to focus our efforts on:
(1) The integration of image scaling attacks into the offline FaceOff evaluation pipeline and the website backend functionality.
(2) An analysis of online APIs and the model parameters required to be known for the image scaling attack algorithm.
The code for the image scaling attacks has been reproduced and
combined with the existing Face-Off functionality. In addition to
this, the website has been updated with full adversarial scaling
capabilities. The updated pipeline of Face-Off is as follows:
(1) Detect and crop face via MTCNN
(2) Generate adversarial example
(source = person 1, target = person 2)
(3) Apply image scaling attack
(source = cropped, target = downscaled adversarial example)
(4) Stitch double-attacked face back onto original image
Image scaling attacks rely on knowledge of model input size, image
scaling algorithm, and, for our use case, face detection scheme. In
order to query this information, we develop a dataset of scaled
faces of Meryl Streep with Matt Damon hidden within. Figure 3
shows an example of one such dataset. Each attacked face is compared with a regular image of Matt Damon, and APIs returning
confidence scores of ≥ 50% are deemed matches. Matches indicate

Figure 4: Left: Unperturbed image; Middle: Image scaling attack (output
is a 112x96 Matt Damon); Right: Adversarially perturbed image

Figure 5: Left: Adversarial perturbation mask; Right: Perturbation mask +
Image scaling attack

(1) Face detection strategies (MTCNN, dlib, SSD, OpenCV) may
not universally detect and segment images the same, so replacing a face with an image scaling attack may not necessarily result in the desired output since pixel positions could
be slightly offset.
(2) Generating image scaling attacks is computationally expensive which could decrease the usability aspect of Face-Off.
These issues came up when the initial query dataset was run on
face recognition APIs. The extensive online evaluation failed to
transfer to any APIs. Shifting the approach to a robust image scaling algorithm which perturbs a percentage of neighboring pixels
was a viable solution. Unfortunately during these experiments, I
realized the costs incurred by uploading images to these APIs would
accumulate quickly. In order to get any meaningful results, I will
likely need more funding and time to generate and evaluate a much
larger dataset of images.

5.2
Figure 6: Top: Carlini-Wagner L2; Bottom: Projected Gradient Descent
L2; Left: Adversarial example; Middle: Robust linear scaled adversarial
example; Right: Weak linear scaled adversarial example;

Future Directions

(1) December 20: Perform online evaluation to ensure faces
are successfully obfuscated.
(2) December 25: Generate adversarial examples using other
face recogntion architectures.
(3) January 10: Evaluate perceptibility score (LPIPS metric) of
adversarial examples vs. image scaling + adversarial examples on several face. recognition datasets (Labeled Faces in
the Wild, Famous Celebrities).
(4) January 25: Reduce computational overhead and implement
runtime enhancements.
(5) February 15: Create a smarter robust scaling attack algorithm specific to this application.
(6) March 15: Submit work to a workshop.
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